BAIN MUSC 336
Introduction to Computer Music

Listening Journal
Each student will create a Listening Journal. There will be 12 activities to respond to, and you will create a write-up
for each activity in your journal as described below. Activities will be posted on Fridays as shown in Listening
Journal Schedule available on the class webpage. We will discuss each activity in class on the following Monday,
and you will submit your write-ups in Blackboard on the following due dates:
Activities 1-6
Due: Wed., Oct. 6, 11:59 pm

Activities 7-12
Due: Wed., Dec. 8, 11:59 pm

These guided discovery-learning activities focus on the history of electronic and computer music, as well recent
trends in computer music research/creative activity. The 12 activities are designed to augment the historical
presentation in our textbook (Burk et al. 2011), as well as provide compositional models for the creative projects.
Each activity will include: (1) A brief introduction; (2) media to explore – e.g., a video to watch, work(s) to listen to,
and associated background info. links; and (3) a prompt to help guide your written response. Activity #1 is given
below to serve as a model for the remaining activities.
Activity #1 (Fri., Aug. 27)
What is Computer Music?
Introduction:
Ge Wang teaches and directs computer music research at Stanford University's center for Computer Research in Music and
Acoustics (CCRMA). Wang designs instruments of the future and directs the Stanford Laptop Ensemble and Mobile Phone
Orchestra. Watch the 2014 StandfordTEDx talk below and create the first entry in your Listening Journal (ca. 1 page, typed,
bullet-point style) that addresses the following prompt:
Prompt: According to Ge Wang, what is computer music? What type of research and creative activity does he pursue within the
discipline? Finally, what did you like about this TED talk? What didn’t you like?
GE WANG, The DIY Orchestra of the Future, TEDxStanford (2014)
TED:
https://www.ted.com/talks/ge_wang_the_diy_orchestra_of_the_future?language=en
Also available on YouTube at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol1b5mMeP7s

Entry Format:
Each entry should be ca. typed 1-page in length (12-point font), single spaced, bullet-point style
Submission File Format:
Compile your entries in a .docx file as described above and submit them in Blackboard on or before the given due
dates. Each journal entry should have an appropriate header that includes the following information: Activity #
(Date): Title; e.g., Activity #1 (Fri., Aug. 27) What is Computer Music?
Do NOT include the prompt in your entry.
Grading:
25% - Followed directions
25% - All questions in the prompt were addressed
25% - Answers demonstrate that the assigned media was watched/listened to
25% - Depth, effort, or creativity displayed in response to the prompt, self-reflection component, or additional info.

